"Flint" is for devoted 007 fans

By Jack Dodson

Our Man Flint's quirky sense of English humor is on top form in "Flint," his ninth adventure, which opens at the Savoy Theater. He himself directs and stars in the film, and it is a raucous, in-your-face comedy that is sure to delight fans of the series.

Flint and his team of sadistic agents are determined to make sure that no one gets in the way of their plans. Their goal is to destroy Galaxie, a rival company, and they will stop at nothing to achieve it. The film is a wild ride, with Flint using all his resources to outmaneuver his enemies.

Flint is played by the always-reliable Sean Connery, who brings his signature charm and wit to the role. The cast is rounded out by a talented ensemble that includes Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine, and Burt Reynolds.

The film's storyline is a classic example of the typical 007 formula, with Flint and his team of agents racing against time to stop a diabolical plot. The action is fast-paced and exciting, with plenty of chases, fights, and escapes to keep the audience on the edge of their seats.

"Flint" is a must-see for fans of the 007 series, and a great addition to any action movie collection. It's a fun and entertaining film that is sure to leave audiences laughing and cheering for more.
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**A CAREER IN MANAGEMENT CONSULTING**

Modern business is not only stimulated by the highly competitive economy existing today, but our management is continually challenged toward the achievement of higher goals. In this environment, professional management counsel provides a modern resource of dynamic management.

Fry Consultants maintains a permanent career staff of experienced, well-trained, versatile men, providing the latest techniques and developments of modern management that research and experience can produce. For more than twenty years, it has offered broad and comprehensive services to all types of businesses, including many of America's leading corporations. The scope of operations of Fry Consultants includes:

- General Management Services
- Corporate Long-range Planning
- Marketing Planning
- Marketing Research Services
- Management Information Services
- Personal Services
- Production Management and Industrial Engineering Services
- Executive Compensation Plans
- Institutional Services

Fry personnel are working throughout the world to help business operate more efficiently and effectively. If you are interested in joining an outstanding organization of professional management counsel, we invite you to review our representative during their visit to M.T.I.
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